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This is a mini playtest I made with duel master cards to see how using the deck to record damage and 
how replenishing your hand to 5 cards at the end of each of your turns would feel.

Damage and Armor: I somewhat did not use the damage mechanic I wanted (by error), but I could 
still manage to play. I was not sure if a creature with more strength should destroy more cards. Duel 
Masters has the multi-breaker value and the regular strength which has 2 separate effects. 

I intend to use armor value on the cards to soak damage, but if there were no armor value, I would not 
need to flip the card to know it's armor value. On the other hand there would be no surprises to the HP 
of your opponent, which was one of the objectives.

Another thing I have realized is that weak creatures can destroy much more cards than strong creatures 
when a lot of them is attacking since you need a minimum of 1 card to soak the damage. That could be 
desired, else maybe the damage is totalized and then it is resolved. The only problem with that is the 
groove that will not be able to increase in between 2 creature attacks.

Mana Play: Another idea is to make single color deck a disadvantage by allowing players to place up 
to 2 different mana in their mana zone if they are of different color. That would force multi color decks, 
but also speedup really fast the card play, which might not be a good thing.  On the other hand, placing 
too much mana in the mana zone can be hindering because it removes some of your life points. Another 
idea is if a player summon and cast no spell at all, he may place another mana card in his mana zone. 
So this could give him an opportunity to build up faster especially at the beginning of the game.

Deck Cycling: is currently pretty slow. When a player has a chance to reshuffle his deck, there is at 
most 10 cards left in the deck. Maybe if all cards have a double usage (monster/spell) and those spell 
cost in average 1-3, there might be more cards that goes into the discard pile giving more cards to 
cycle. Another idea is to make players flush their hands at the end of the turn like in most deck building 
games to force the cycling of the cards. On the other hands, players cannot plan saving cards for later 
unless some abilities, or spending mana, allow them to do so.

No mana tapping: tapping mana is annoying and it takes a lot of space. If I decide to use the new 
mana method like in “Kaijudo” where you only need at least 1 card in your mana zone of the matching 
color, but without the need to tap it, it might be now possible to play without tapping mana since all 
spells/creature are summoned in the same phase. So you could remove from your hands all the spells 
you want to cast, make sure the cost does not exceed and play the cards.

No lacking of cards: Now that you will never lack of cards, that means that a mana can be placed 
every turn, so eventually a lot of cards are going to be played. The advantage is that it gives you a lot of 
strategic options. The disadvantage is that destroying cards in hand is not that powerful, and the choice 
to put a card in the mana zone is never a sacrifice, because you'll have plenty of cards to place. Maybe I 
could restrict the number of summons played each turn to force using more spells, but I want a more 
natural restrictions. Maybe later in the game, there will be less interest to use weak creatures 


